We theoretically investigate the quantum phase transition in the collective systems of qubits in a high quality cavity, which is driven by a squeezed light. We show that the squeezed light induced symmetry breaking can result in quantum phase transition without the ultrastrong coupling requirement. Using the standard mean field theory, we derive the condition of the quantum phase transition. Surprisingly, we show that there exist a tricritical point where the first-and second-order phase transitions meet. With specific atom-cavity coupling strengths, both the first-and secondorder phase transition can be controlled by the squeezed light, leading to an optical switching from the normal phase to the superradiant phase by just increasing the squeezed light intensity. The signature of these phase transitions can be observed by detecting the phase space Wigner function distribution with different profiles controlled by the squeezed light intensity. Such superradiant phase transition can be implemented in various quantum systems, including atoms, quantum dots and ions in optical cavities as well as the circuit quantum electrodynamics system. Quantum phase transitions (QPTs) are phase transitions (PT) between two robust stable states caused by a non-thermal parameter that occur at zero temperature (T = 0 K) [1]. Up to date, the QPTs have received extensive attention both in experiments [2, 3] and theories [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In general, there exist two categories of QPTs: the first-order phase transition and the second-order phase transition. In the second-order phase transitions, this change is abrupt at a critical point. In addition, the quantum fluctuations must diverge at a critical point so that the two kinds of phases with different symmetries can be matched. However, in the first-order phase transitions, these two stable phases can coexist in a critical hysteresis regime, where the quantum fluctuations exhibit a jump across the phase transition boundary.
Quantum phase transitions (QPTs) are phase transitions (PT) between two robust stable states caused by a non-thermal parameter that occur at zero temperature (T = 0 K) [1] . Up to date, the QPTs have received extensive attention both in experiments [2, 3] and theories [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In general, there exist two categories of QPTs: the first-order phase transition and the second-order phase transition. In the second-order phase transitions, this change is abrupt at a critical point. In addition, the quantum fluctuations must diverge at a critical point so that the two kinds of phases with different symmetries can be matched. However, in the first-order phase transitions, these two stable phases can coexist in a critical hysteresis regime, where the quantum fluctuations exhibit a jump across the phase transition boundary.
For cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) systems, the QPTs are driven by the quantum fluctuations and usually take place for a certain critical atom-cavity coupling strength g c [13] . For the coupling strength g < g c , the cavity field is in the vacuum and the atoms are in their ground states, which is recognized as the normal phase (NP) due to the symmetry of system. For g > g c , both the cavity field and the atoms are excited, which represents the superradiant phase (SP) due to the symmetry breaking. In deep strong coupling cases [14] , the undriven Tavis-Cummings (TC) model with rotating wave approximation has phase transition at the critical coupling strength g c ∝ √ ω c ω A under the non-dissipative regime, where ω c(A) is the cavity (atom) resonant frequency [15, 16] . In the dissipative TC model, the phase transition is destroyed and the normal phase replaces the superradiant phase, resulting in the disappearance of the normal-superradiant PT [17] . In ultrastrong cou-In this letter, we introduce a new direction in the study of quantum phase transitions. We drive the cavity with squeezed light and thus break the inherent U(1) symmetry of the rotating wave Tavis-Cummings model. In general, the TC model with cavity dissipation has rotating U(1) symmetry for the transformation a → ae iφ and S + → S + e −iφ . In the presence of the squeezed driving field, however, the driving term G(a 2 + a †2 ) break the symmetry of system, leading to the occurrence of the normal-superradiant PT without the requirement of the ultrastrong coupling. Using the standard mean field approximation and the quantum fluctuation analysis, we find that the first-and second-order PT coexist in our system and they meet at a critical point. We show that the signature of these superradiant PTs can be observed by detecting the phase space Wigner function distribution, whose profile changes with the squeezed light intensity. Moreover, we show that the PT in our system can be optically controlled, as opposed to many traditional proposals for realizing PT by changing the atom-cavity coupling strength. Using these advantages in our system, an optical switching from normal phase to superradiant PT can be accomplished by increasing the squeezed light intensity. We also notice that there exist several propos-als to realize phase transitions by tunning the driving field intensity [32] [33] [34] . As opposite to these proposals, the squeezed field driving will enhance the atom-cavity coupling, leading to the splitting of the normal phase and the implementation of the first-order phase transition. Moreover, with the increase of the driving strength, the system can enter the strong coupling regime and even the ultrastrong coupling regime which is challenging in experiments.
FIG. 1. The setup of the atoms cavity-QED system. The cavity mode (red) with angular frequency ωcav is generated by a strong driving field (green) with angular frequency 2ωsq via the χ (2) nonlinearity. N identical two-level atoms with resonant frequency ωA interact with the cavity mode with atom-cavity coupling strength λ. The ground (excited) state of the atom is labeled as |g (|e ). Here, γ and κ are the atomic and cavity decay rates ,respectively.
As depicted in Fig. 1 , the system under consideration is a typical Tavis-Cummings model. N identical twolevel atoms with resonant frequency ω A are trapped inside a single-mode cavity (the mode frequency is ω cav ). In our system, the cavity mode is generated through a crystal with second-order nonlinearity [35, 36] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a strong pump field (green) with angular frequency 2ω sq drives the nonlinear crystal coherently. Then, the generated intracavity field interacts with the atoms with the same coupling strength λ. Such model can also be realized in many quantum system, such as atoms and ions cavity QED system [37, 38] , optomechanical systems [39] , polariton condensates [40] as well as the superconducting qubits [3, 41, 42] . Assuming a † and a are the creation and annihilation operators of the cavity mode, respectively, the Hamiltonian of the system is given by
where ∆ C = ω cav −ω sq and ∆ A = ω A −ω sq are the detunings of the cavity and the atoms, respectively. The operators S ± = S x ± iS y and S α = N j=1 σ j α /2 (α = x, y, z) are the collective spin operators constituted from the individual Pauli spin operator σ j α which are used to describe the j-th two-level atom systems. It is noted that the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the driving term by the squeezed field with driving strength G. In the absence of the driving term (i.e., G = 0), such a system has a continuous U (1)-symmetry so that the superradiant phase transition will not take place [17] . However, in the presence of the squeezed field (i.e., G = 0), the U (1)-symmetry is broken and the superradiant phase transition can be observed, leading to an optical switching from normal phase to superradiant phase by increasing the squeezing strength.
In general, the squeezed field driven properties of the TC model is described by the master equation for density matrix ρ of the system
where
/N are the dissipations of the cavity and atoms, respectively. In our system, we assume that the atomic decay rate γ is much smaller than the cavity decay rate κ. Although the spontaneous emission may break the phase transition by softening the quantum fluctuations, we set γ = 0 in the following analytical derivations for mathematical simplicity and the conservation of spin is considered, which plays an important role. It is also noted that the dissipation of cavity can also cause the symmetry breaking and alter the phase diagram of the system, which is considered in the following derivations [17] .
To study the phase transition induced by the squeezed field, we begin with the Heisenberg equations of motion for operators, which reads
The above equations can be linearized by the mean-field approximation by expanding an arbitrary operator A as the form of A = A + δA, which is widely used for describing many-body system. Here, A is the mean value of the operator A, and δA represents the quantum fluctuation on top of the mean value. For mathematical simplicity, one can rewrite the Eqs. (3) by using the following definitions S x = N X, S y = N Y , S z = N Z and a = √ N α, where α = α Re + iα Im . Under the steady-state approximation and the spinconservation law X 2 + Y 2 + Z 2 = 1/4, the Eqs. (3) can be solved analytically (assuming ∆ C = ∆ A = ∆), yielding X = 2λZα Re /∆ and Y = −2λZα Im /∆. To obtain non-trivial solutions of α Re and α Im , the constraint on parameter Z is given by
In Eq. (4), we assume ∆ = 0, otherwise no phase transition is possible. Obviously, 2G ≥ κ is required to make Z ± be real. This condition implies that there exist only trivial solutions (normal phase) for α Re and α Im if G < κ/2. When G > κ/2, the superradiant phase may take place, leading to a set of non-trivial solutions. We also note that for G = 0 and κ → 0, the condition for phase transition is λ > |∆|. This is the case experimentally studied by Feng et al [3] . To obtain stable physical solutions for α Re and α Im , we carry out standard stability analysis [see the supplementary material for details]. It is found that only the solutions associated with Z + are stable in our system. Using the spin conservation condition, we get
where p = 1/4 − Z 2 and q = 4λ 2 Z 2 /∆ 2 . It is worth noting that the solutions are the opposite of one another, reflecting the Z 2 symmetry breaking of system. . One boundary condition satisfies G = κ/2 (horizontal dashdotted line), representing that the phase transition occurs only if G > κ/2. The other boundary condition satisfies G = κ 2 + (∆ 2 − λ 2 ) 2 /∆ 2 /2 (dashed curve) obtained by setting Z + = −1/2. In the left-side area of this boundary condition, one can obtain |Z + | > 1/2 so that the system is in the normal phase. In the right-side area, stable solutions of α Re and α Im can be obtained, leading to the superradiant phase regime.
To show more characteristics of the superradiant phase transition, we must examine the quantum fluctuations of the operators a and a † on top of the stable mean-field values. Defining the fluctuation operators δa = √ N δα and δS β = N δβ (β = X, Y, Z), the quantum fluctuations can be evaluated by solving the quantum Langevin equations given in the supplementary material. For the normal phase, the variance of cavity mode quadrature is given by
.
However, the explicit expression of the variance of cavity mode quadrature for the superradiant phase is too lengthy to be given. In Fig. 3(a) , we show the expected value of the photon number fluctuations δa † δa evaluated based on the mean-field solutions. For clarity, ln( δa † δa +1) is plotted as functions of the coupling strength λ and the driving strength G. Here, the green and red correspond to the fluctuations of the normal phase and the superradiant phase, repsectively. Since the normal phase splitting induced by the driving term, it is clear to see that there exist three regime for which the photon fluctuations vanish, marked by the number of coexisting solutions. From regime I to regime II, the photon fluctuations diverge continuously across both sides of the transition, known as the continuous second-order transition which morph into two discontinuous first-order transitions [see panel (b) ]. From regime I to regime III, however, one can observe discontinuous first-order transition between the normal phase and the superradiant phase accompanying with the coexistence regime [see panel (c)]. In sight of these features demonstrated above, optical switching from the normal phase to the superradiant phase can be accomplished by increasing the driving strength of the squeezed light. In Fig. 4 , we demonstrate two kinds of optical switching operations by taking λ = 4.5 MHz (a) and λ = 7 MHz (b), respectively. One is the switching from normal phase to superradiant phase without coexisting solutions [see panel (a) ]. The other is the switching from normal phase to superradiant phase with coexisting solutions [see panel (b)]. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the values of α Re and α Im change continuously at G > κ, representing an expected second-order transition. However, there exist an abrupt change for the values of α Re and α Im at G = κ/2, which is a witness for the first-order phase transition. To verify these analytical solutions, we carry out full numerical calculation by directing solving the master equations. Here, we only consider four two-level atoms and the accuracy of our numerical calculations is limited by the finite size of the Hilbert space spanned by 50 photon states. We must point out that the number of atoms is enough to exhibit all the properties of the phase transition process. In our numerical simulation, we also consider the atomic decay by taking γ = 0.001 MHz, which is valid for the Rdyberg sates and metastable states coupled by two-photon process. As shown in Fig. 5 , the mean photon number grows continuously for λ = 4.5 MHz, while an abrupt increase in the mean photon number can be observed for λ = 7 MHz, which agrees well with our analytical results.
Although the mean photon number changes as expected, the superradiant phase transition can't be assessed by just measuring the mean photon number. Thus, we calculate the Wigner function to show the phase characteristics of the cavity field. For small drive strength, the system is in the normal phase regime and the Wigner function is that of the vacuum state, which has Gaussian distribution (regime I). When the system enters into the superradiant phase regime, the Wigner function varies significantly. For λ = 4.5 MHz, there exist two peaks in the Wigner function distribution and the shapes of these two peaks are compressed in the X-direction. This double-peaked Wigner function demonstrate the squeezed superradiant phase (regime II) clearly. For λ = 7 MHz, there exist three peaks in the Wigner function, which show the mixture of the normal phase and the superradiant phase (regime III).
In summary, we have studied the quantum phase transitions induced by a squeezed light in atoms cavity QED system. Using the standard mean field approximation and quantum fluctuation analysis, we linearize the equations for operators and find the critical point for realizing the superradiant phase transition. Increasing the squeezed field intensity, moreover, an optical switching from the normal phase to superradiant phase can be accomplished. By analyzing the quantum fluctuation and detecting the phase space Wigner function distribution, we show that the normal phase undergoes a splitting with the increase of the driving strength. As a result, not only the first-order phase transition but also the second-order phase transition can be achieved if a specific atoms-cavity coupling strength is chosen. For the second-order phase transition, we show that the system is changed from the normal phase with classical mode to the superradiant phase with two squeezed modes continuously. For the first-order phase transition, however, a sudden change from the normal phase to the superradiant phase with coexisting modes can be accomplished in this system. These results demonstrated in this paper can be used to optically control the phase transitions and the feasibility of our scheme has direct implications for various quantum systems, including the atoms, quantum dots and ions cavity QED systems as well as the circuit QED system.
Supplementary material -Here, we provide more detail information about the stability analysis, quantum noise calculation, the calculation of the Wigner function and more details of numerical simulation, respectively.
In general, the solutions of equation (3) aren't all stable. Therefore, it is important to carry out the stability analysis to check the stability of these solutions [43] . For any solution of the linear ordinary differential equatioṅ f (t) = Af (t), if all the eigenvalues of the matrix A have negative real part, this solution is stable, otherwise this solution is unstable. For equation (3), the coefficient matrix A is written as
By using the standard stability analysis, we show that the solutions for the normal phase are stable. Correspondingly, the stable regime of the normal phase is illustrated in Fig. S1(a) . For the superradiant phase, however, the solutions constrained by Z + are stable, while the solutions constrained by Z − are physical unstable. The stability regime of the superradiant phase is shown in Fig. S1 (b). 
where δα in is the fluctuation on top of the zero mean value operator a in (t), describing the vacuum input noise operator of the squeezed light, and satisfying the commu-
Introducing the amplitude and phase fluctuation quadratures of the cavity field δQ = (δα + δα † )/ √ 2, δP = i(δα † − δα)/ √ 2, and the input noise quadratures
, the Eqs. (S1) can be written in the following compact matrix formḟ
T is the column vector of the fluctuation, and
T is the column vector of the noise sources.
To explore the variances of cavity mode quadratures, we define the time-dependent covariance matrix V (t) with
. Using the Eq. (S2), one can easily find the solutions of V (∞) by solving the so-called Lyapunov equation
. The diagonal elements of the matrix V correspond to the variance of quadratures. In our model, the variance of cavity mode quadrature is given by δα
Wigner function is an important phase-space quasiprobability distribution function proposed by Wigner [45] in 1932. To date, the Wigner function has been proved to be useful in quantum optics, especially in the representation and visualization of non-classical fields [44] . As known to all, the Wigner function is defined as
where the characteristic function C W (β) = Tr(ρD(β)) with ρ being the density matrix and D(β) = exp(βa † − β * a) being the displacement operator, respectively. To understand the characteristics of the Wigner function in superradiant phase, we first consider the case of an empty cavity driven by a squeezed field. In Fig. S2 , we show the Wigner function changing with the driving field intensity. Here, the horizontal and vertical axises correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the parameter α, respectively. Clearly, the Wigner function has a Gaussian profile if G = 0, corresponding to a vacuum state. As the driving field strength increases, the profile of the Wigner function is compressed in X axis, representing that the cavity field is in a squeezed state. In our numerical simulations, we consider the case of four atoms in the cavity. Although the results agree well with the analytical results, which is obtained by assuming the number of atoms is infinity, it is necessary to examine the multiatoms case. In Fig. S3 , we plot the mean photon number as a function of the driving field strength G with the atom-cavity coupling strength (a) λ = 4.5 MHz and (b) λ = 7 MHz, respectively. Here, the number of atoms in the cavity is chosen as N = 4 (red curves), N = 6 (black curves) and N = 8 (blue curves), respectively. To make sure the convergence of the numerical calculation, we expand the photon number space up to N ph = 50. It is clear to see that the profiles of the mean photon number are similar, although the amplitude of the mean photon number enhances with the increase of the number of atoms. Assuming G = κ/2, one can easily obtain λ = ∆ by taking Z + = −1/2, which is the critical point for the quantum phase transition. Thus, the position of the critical point can be changed by adjusting the detuning ∆. To show this feature, we choose κ = 0.5 MHz and plot the mean photon number as a function of the atomcavity coupling strength in Fig. S4(a) . Here, the driving field strength G = κ/2 and the detuning is chosen as ∆ = 2 MHz (red curve), ∆ = 5 MHz (black curve) and ∆ = 8 MHz (blue curve), respectively. Obviously, there exist a single peak at λ = ∆, resulting from the quantum fluctuations of the normal phase. The amplitude of this peak decreases slightly as the detuning increases. In Fig. S4(b) , we set ∆ = 5 MHz and plot the mean photon number with separate driving strength. With the increase of G, the regime of λ > ∆ enters into the state of superradiant phase, leading to a boost of photon number. However, in the regime of λ < ∆, the system is in the normal phase, and then the mean photon number is close to zero.
